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Globally, Enterprises are busy exploring newer, innovative ways to adapt to evolving workstyles and 
grow business. At Birlasoft, we are enabling leading organizations to optimize their existing 
infrastructures and successfully navigate the disruptive impacts of the ongoing global pandemic, 
while leveraging existing and emerging technologies. Our readily- deployable, fully integrable, 
COVID-19 ready Infrastructure and Cloud Technology Solutions are designed to reduce complexity, 
minimize investments, and control deployment costs, while addressing the need for flexibility, 
affordability, and ease of use.

Adapt to Evolving Workstyles. Enhance Productivity

Our 'As-a-Service' delivery model for touchless service for end-points  helps in delivering and 
optimizing secure workplaces by modernizing and integrating your existing IT infrastructure. It 
automates and streamlines several complex management tasks, including configuration, 
monitoring, security, data protection and compliance through a single platform. 

#NavigateToNext

Digital 
Workplace

Services

Workplace Productivity-as-a-Service: 
Personalized Digital Experience for the new 
age workforce, delivered under As-a-Service 
model

Zero Touch End-Point Management 
and Migration Services: Touchless services 
for endpoint, including compliance, 
management, and migration etc.

Digital Support Service Center: A 
single management system for improved 
productivity, continuity and enhanced 
efficiency

Click2Connect (Network-as-a-Service): 
Simple to manage Multi-cloud/Hybrid 
cloud networks for high performance
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Our Hybrid Cloud Services for multi-cloud management accelerate workload migration, automation, 
orchestration and provisioning across different cloud platforms (GCP, AWS, Azure) with minimal 
disruptions, while providing continuous replication of critical applications, infrastructure, data and 
systems.

Fast Track to Secure Hybrid Cloud to Scale and Innovate 
with Agility

Birlasoft iSight platform is built to Discover, Monitor, Automate, Transform and Manage the 
Operations for Hybrid Cloud and Digital Workplace Services enabling you to #NavigateToNext. Fully 
customizable and wide range of integrations of with tools, iSight is a SaaS based AI driven platform. 
The platform provides a single‐pane‐of‐glass with cognitive capabilities across multi cloud 
orchestration and automation, analytics and reporting, predictive IT operations, enabling digital bots 
for workforce and a cloud cost optimization engine to deliver IT service.

How we do It

Hybrid Cloud Services

Click Migrate: 
Moving workloads across 
different cloud platforms 
(GCP, AWS, Azure) with 
minimal downtime

Click Recovery: 
Prepackaged 
pay-as-you go 
recovery services 
for continuous 
replication 
of critical 
applications

Cloud Spend 
Management: 
Unified console 
for cloud usage 
monitoring, 
powerful business 
intelligence 
analytics 
capabilities

Cloud 
Management 
Platform: 
Self-service portal, 
multi-cloud 
management, agile 
IT with continuous 
integrationv
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Birlasoft iSight: Autonomics Powered, UX led Digital 
Platform

Birlasoft combines the power of domain, enterprise and digital technologies to reimagine business processes for 
customers and their ecosystem. Its consultative and design thinking approach makes societies more productive by 
helping customers run businesses. As part of the multibillion-dollar diversified The CK Birla Group, Birlasoft with
its 10,000 engineers, is committed to continuing our 158-year heritage of building sustainable communities. 
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Enterprise to the Power of DigitalTM  
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If you are looking to enable your Enterprise to adapt to the New Normal,
please reach out to us at contactus@birlasoft.com


